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ABSTRACT Process difference detection has played an important role in business process management for
enterprise applications. However, the business processes are becoming more and more complex, involving
a wide spectrum of tasks and different types of execution orders among these tasks, such as sequential,
parallel, loop and conditional order. Thus, there is a need to detect difference between two process models
efficiently. To meet this requirement, we use a difference detection framework for process models based
on edge computing, where the edges can perform the task of difference detection between two process
models, and the difference detection results can be aggregated to the cloud center. Most existing approaches
detect process difference based on one feature of a process model, while a process model actually contains
multiple features such as structure, behavior, and performance. In this paper, we propose an approach that
can detect both structural and behavioral differences between two process models, which provides two
aspects of difference information to process analysts and these kinds of insights are helpful to improve the
original process model with low-cost and high-efficiency. First, we transform the process models into their
corresponding task-based process structure trees (TPSTs) and assign each TPST node a feature vector based
on the one-hot encoding. Then, the common key structure of two process models is extracted by comparing
the feature vectors of nodes. Finally, the structural and behavioral differences are displayed in terms of this
common key structure. Both the case study and efficiency study are provided to show the practicality of the
proposed approach.

INDEX TERMS Process model, process difference, edge computing, one-hot encoding, key structure.

I. INTRODUCTION
Detecting difference between two business process mod-
els is one of the important services in business process
management. It can be used in the following scenarios:
(1) A business process has more than one versions, and
these different versions may be modeled by diverse sub-
systems and various process designers at the same time.
Finally, these different versions of process models need
to be compared and merged into a new one, which
contains all the changes proposed by all designers [1].
(2) Changes to the process model may introduce data
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inconsistencies, which needs to be detected, handled and
tracked according to the results of process difference
detection [2], [3].

Most existing methods focus on only one feature of a
process model, such as structure and behavior. The structure-
based methods [4]–[6] represent the structural differences as
a set of edit operations that can transform one process model
into another. However, the problem of computing the graph
edit distance between two process models is at least as hard
as subgraph isomorphism, which is NP-hard. The behavior-
based methods detect the execution trace differences between
two process models [7]–[9], while the state space explo-
sion will happen once process models contain many parallel
patterns.
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FIGURE 1. Process difference detection framework based on edge
network.

Since the process models have become more complex
over time, including a wide spectrum of tasks and differ-
ent types of execution orders among these tasks, there is
a need to efficiently detect difference between two process
models. In this way, the process designer can quickly improve
the existing process model according to the difference to
meet the frequent changes of custom and market demands.
However, the mentioned existing techniques cannot meet this
new requirement, it is because these methods involve long
computations of graph edit distance or execution trace which
is extremely extensive. To address this problem, we use a
process difference detection framework based on edge net-
work to improve the computational efficiency. Nowadays,
edge computing are widely applied, where services are pro-
vided in a decentralized architecture, and processed by a local
computer or server [10].

Figure 1 shows the two-way computing streams in edge
computing, where the things are both producers and con-
sumers. At the edge, the things can not only request service
from the cloud, but also perform the computing tasks from the
cloud. The edges can perform data storage, difference detec-
tion between process models, distribute request and delivery
service from cloud to users [11]. Thus, the process differ-
ence results generated from edge nodes can be aggregated
to the cloud center in real time. In this way, the center has
global monitoring for all process models, and the process
designers can reallocate the process resources and improve
the execution efficiency according to the process difference
results.

In this paper, we propose an approach to detect differ-
ences between two process models using edge network. Both
structure and behavior are considered, it is because a pro-
cess model has multiple features, such as structure, behavior,
cost [12], and QoS [13]–[18], and considering more features
of a process model will provide more aspects of difference
information to process designers. In this way, more useful
insights about where and how two process models differ
can be uncovered, and these kinds of insights are helpful
to improve the original process model and obtain a cost-
reduction and high-efficiency process model.

Since the structure is the most important feature of a pro-
cess model, we use the key structure to abstract the structure
of a process model. A key structure describes what kinds of

control flow patterns the process model contains and these
patterns are in which execution orders. The common key
structure of two process models abstracts their common parts,
while the different parts are still unknown. To detect the struc-
tural as well as behavioral differences between two process
models, we introduce one-hot encoding [19] that is popular
in machine learning to encode each task node. For the control
flow patterns, we design several strategies to encode them
based on the one-hot codes. In this way, each node or control
flow pattern is represented by a feature vector, and we can get
the differences by comparing the feature vectors, which can
be displayed beyond their common key structure.

Next, we highlight our contributions as follows:

• A process difference detection framework based on edge
network is used to improve the computational efficiency.

• One-hot encoding is used for encoding the task nodes,
and three strategies are designed to encode the control
flow patterns in a process model.

• Both case study and efficiency study are conducted to
show the practicality of the presented approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
sets the stage for the concepts used in this paper. The
implementation and experimental evaluation are presented in
Section III and IV, respectively. Section V reviews the related
work, and Section VI concludes this paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES
This section presents a set of preliminaries that are important
to set the stage for understanding this paper and its vision.
In particular, we first present the process modeling and the
task-based process structure tree, which are the basis of our
work. Then we introduce the one-hot encoding.

A. PROCESS MODELING
A process consists of a set of tasks and their relations to reach
a goal. The structure of a process can bemodeled as a directed
graph that can be denoted as a tuple P= (T,G, E, S,O), where
T,G, E, S andO are task node set, gateway node set, edge set,
start node and end node, respectively, and G = {And-split,
Xor-split, loop-split, And-join, Xor-join, loop-join}.
Taking Process2 in Figure 2 as an example, its task node

set is {A, B, C, D, E, F}, the gateway node set is {And-split,
Xor-split, And-join, Xor-join} that consists of parallel and
conditional patterns. Its start and end nodes are start and end,
and it contains 13 edges, such as start→A and E→F.

There are four common control flow patterns in a pro-
cess model: sequential, parallel, conditional and loop pat-
terns [20], which are labeled as Sequence, And, Xor, and
Loop, respectively. The characteristics of these four common
control flow patterns are:

• Sequential pattern. Each task node in the sequential
pattern has exactly one incoming arc and one outgoing
arc.

• Conditional pattern. A conditional pattern that starts
from an Xor-split node and ends at an Xor-join node
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FIGURE 2. Two process models with conditional and parallel patterns.

FIGURE 3. Two task-based process structures (TPSTs).

has multiple branches, and only one of the branches is
allowed to be selected for execution.

• Parallel pattern. A parallel pattern starts from an And-
split and ends at an And-join, and all the task nodes in it
are executed simultaneously or in any order.

• Loop pattern. A loop pattern has a single entry and exit
point [21], which starts from a Loop-split node and ends
at a Loop-join node, and the nodes in it are repeatedly
executed.

As shown in Figure 2, there are two process models that
contain three kinds of control flow patterns, i.e., sequen-
tial, conditional and parallel patterns. Taking Process2 as
an example, the highest abstraction level of Process2 is a
sequential pattern, which starts from the start node and ends
at the end node. Process2 consists of task A, the parallel
pattern And, task E and F, which are sequentially executed.
The And pattern contains a Xor pattern and task B, where the
task C and D form the Xor pattern.

B. TASK-BASED PROCESS STRUCTURE TREE
Aprocess model can be transformed into a task-based process
structure tree (TPST) [5], which is a variant of a process
structure tree [22]. The features of a TPST are listed in the
following: (1) There are four types of gateway nodes in a
TPST: Sequence, Loop, Xor and And, which correspond to
the sequential, loop, conditional and parallel pattern, respec-
tively. (2) The leaf nodes and non-leaf nodes of a TPST sep-
arately represent the task nodes and the control flow patterns
of its corresponding process model.

Taking the two TPSTs TPST1 and TPST2 in Figure 3 as
an example, they are transformed from two process models
in Figure 2. The leaf nodes of TPST1 are the task nodes of

Process1, i.e., {A, B, C, D, E}, and its non-leaf nodes are
{Sequence, And, Xor}. The root node of TPST1 is Sequence,
which shows that the highest abstraction level of Process1 is
a sequential pattern.

C. ONE-HOT ENCODING
Given n different states, the one-hot encoding of the k-th state
is a vector of length nwith a single high bit 1 at the k-th place,
and all the other bits are low 0. The definition of one-hot [19]
is listed as follows:
Theorem 1: One-Hot. Let set A = {0, 1}, N ∈ Z+, N >

1 and n ∈ Z+, such that 1 ≤ n ≤ N. The n-th one-hot vector
of N bits is defined as vector ohn ∈ AN , where ohnn = 1 and
ohni = 0, ∀ i 6= n, 1 ≤ i ≤ N.
For example, there is a property ‘‘name’’ with three values,
i,e., {‘‘Jason’’, ‘‘Lucy’’, ‘‘Emmy’’}. With one-hot encoding,
each value becomes a one-hot vector with size of 3, where
only one element in each vector is non-zero and the non-
zero elements of all vectors are in different positions. Thus,
‘‘Jason’’, ‘‘Lucy’’ and ‘‘Emmy’’ are encoded as ‘‘[1,0,0]’’,
‘‘[0,1,0]’’ and ‘‘[0,0,1]’’, respectively.

III. IMPLEMENTION
In this section, we introduce the implementation of the pre-
sented approach. Given two process models, the main idea
is to extract their common key structure based on one-hot
encoding, and both structural and behavioral differences can
be displayed beyond this common key structure. There are
three consecutive phases, namely, one-hot encoding, common
key structure extraction, and difference detection. These three
phases are described in details in the rest of this section. For
illustration, we use two process models shown in Figure 4
throughout this whole section.

A. PHASE 1: ONE-HOT ENCODING
The inputs of this phase are two process models, the outputs
are their corresponding encoded TPSTs.
Main Idea: Given two TPSTs transformed from two pro-

cess models, we use a one-hot code, which is also regarded
as a feature vector, to represent a TPST leaf node, and the
feature vector of a TPST non-leaf node is obtained based on
its child nodes’ feature vectors. Whether two TPST nodes can
be mapped or not is determined by comparing their feature
vectors. In this way, the common key structure of two process
models is created based on the totallymapped nodes, and both
structural and behavioral differences can be easily detected
based on the unmapped nodes and partially mapped nodes.
Algorithm: Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-code for the first

phase. First, we transform two process models into their
corresponding TPSTs (Line 1). In this way, the task nodes
and the control flow patterns of a process model can be
explicitly presented by leaf nodes and non-leaf nodes in a
TPST. Next, this phase mainly performs two tasks: one-hot
encoding for TPST leaf nodes and encoding for non-leaf
nodes. With regard to task nodes, we first get the union of
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FIGURE 4. The framework of process difference detection.

task nodes from two TPSTs, and allocate a one-hot code to
each node in this task union (Line 2 - 4).

As for the TPST non-leaf nodes, we design a function
setOneHot to do the encoding for them. To achieve this goal,
we iterate and encode every non-leaf node in each level from
bottom to top. We start iterating from the last second level,
this is because the non-leaf nodes do not appear in the last
level (Line 7 - 8). Since there are four types of non-leaf nodes,
i.e., Sequence, Loop, Xor and And, we divide them into three
groups to encode the current iterated non-leaf node. The first
group is Xor node, we just put all of its child’s feature vectors
together as its feature vector (Line 12 - 15), and the relation
among these child’s feature vectors is exclusive. The reason
behind is that an Xor node will select one branch to execute
when it contains more than one branches, so any branch in the
corresponding conditional pattern has a certain possibility to
be executed. The second group is Sequence and Loop nodes,
we concatenate their child nodes’ feature vectors as their
feature vectors (Line 16 - 18). The reason for this is that all
nodes in a sequential pattern will be executed in order, and the
concatenation of feature vectors shows this sequential execu-
tion. The third group is And node, we perform logical ‘‘OR’’
operation among all of its child’s feature vectors. Note that we
need to insert 0 in the back of a feature vector if the lengths
of the child’s feature vectors are different (Line 19 - 21). The
reason behind is that all nodes in a parallel pattern can be
executed simultaneously, and the logical ‘‘OR’’ can reserve
all nodes in this pattern.
Example:As shown in Figure 4, TPST1 and TPST2 are two

TPSTs transformed from Process1 and Process2 in Figure 2.
The task node sets of TPST1 and TPST2 are {A,B,C,D,E}
and {A,B,C,D,E,F}, respectively. Their task union is
{A,B,C,D,E,F}, so their one-hot codes, i.e., feature vectors,
are [1,0,0,0,0,0], [0,1,0,0,0,0], [0,0,1,0,0,0], [0,0,0,1,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,1,0] and [0,0,0,0,0,1], respectively. The non-leaf
nodes of TPST1 are Xor, And and Sequence. We first iterate
the third level of TPST1 and process the non-leaf node Xor.

Its feature vector is ‘‘[0,1,0,0,0,0]/[0,0,1,0,0,0]’’ since it con-
tains two exclusively executed child nodes task B and C with
one-hot vectors [0,1,0,0,0,0] and [0,0,1,0,0,0], respectively.
Then, the second level is iterated and we calculate the
feature vector of And, i.e., ‘‘[0,1,0,1,0,0]/[0,0,1,1,0,0]’’.
It is obtained by performing logical ‘‘OR’’ between
[0,1,0,0,0,0] and [0,0,0,1,0,0], [0,0,1,0,0,0] and [0,0,0,1,0,0],
where [0,1,0,0,0,0] and [0,0,1,0,0,0] are the elements
from the feature vector of Xor and [0,0,0,1,0,0] is task
D’s one-hot vector. The feature vector of Sequence in
the first level is ‘‘[1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0] /
[1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0]’’, which is generated by
concatenating the feature vectors of its child nodes, i.e., task
A, non-leaf node Xor and task E.

B. PHASE 2: COMMON KEY STRUCTURE EXTRACTION
The inputs of this phase are two encoded TPSTs, and the
output is their common key structure.
Main Idea: The key structure of a process model abstracts

its main control flow patterns executed in sequential order.
A control flow pattern of a process model is represented by
a non-leaf node in its corresponding TPST. To detect the
common key structure of two process models, we compare
the feature vectors of each possible pair of TPST nodes with
the same type and determine the mapped ones. In this way,
the mapped nodes and the execution relations among them
form the common key structure.
Algorithm:Algorithm 2 shows howwe extract the common

key structure from two process models. First, we extract
the nodes in the second level of a TPST if its root node is
Sequence or Loop, otherwise the nodes in the first level are
regarded as the candidate nodes to create the common key
structure (Line 1 - 3). Then, each pair of nodes with the same
type in these two candidate nodes are compared to decide
whether they can be mapped, which includes two cases. The
first case is TPST leaf node, two leaf nodes can be mapped
if and only if their one-hot codes are identical (Line 6 - 9).
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Algorithm 1 One-Hot Encoding
Input : Two process models p1 and p2
Output: Two encoded TPSTs: tpst1 and tpst2

1 tpst1, tpst2← transform p1 and p2 to TPSTs;
2 task_union← tpst1.task ∪ tpst2.task;
3 for each task node t in task_union do
4 set t a one-hot code as its feature vector;

5 return setOneHot(tpst1) and setOneHot(tpst2);

6 Function setOneHot (TPST t)
7 for i from t.depth-2 to 1 do
8 level← get the nodes in the i-th level of t;
9 for each node cur in level do
10 cs← get the child nodes of cur ;
11 fv← initialize a feature vector;
12 if cur.type == Xor then
13 for each child c1 in cs do
14 for each element e1 in c1’s feature

vector do
15 add e1 to fv;

16 else if cur.type == Sequence || Loop then
17 for each child node c2 in cs do
18 fv← fv + c2’s feature vector;

19 else if cur.type == And then
20 for each child node c3 in cs do
21 fv← perform the OR operation

among all feature vectors of c3;

22 set fv as cur’s feature vector;

23 return t;

The second case is non-leaf node, two non-leaf nodes can be
mapped once one or more elements in their feature vectors are
identical (Line 10 - 14). Finally, the common key structure is
built up based on these mapped nodes, where the relationship
among these mapped nodes is sequential (Line 14 - 17).
Example: As shown in Figure 4, we extract the nodes in

the second level of TPST1 and TPST2 as the candidate nodes
to construct their common key structure, since both of their
root nodes are Sequence nodes. The key structures of TPST1
and TPST2 are ‘‘A→And→E’’ and ‘‘A→And→E→F’’,
respectively. For task A and E in TPST1, their mapped nodes
in TPST2 are task A and E, respectively. Two And gateway
nodes are also mapped, it is because one element in their one-
hot vectors is identical, i.e., ‘‘[0,1,0,1,0,0]’’. Thus, the com-
mon key structure of TPST1 and TPST2 is ‘‘A→And→E’’.

C. PHASE 3: DIFFERENCE DETECTION
The inputs of phase 3 are two process models’ common
structure and their candidate node sets, and the output is their
structural and behavioral differences.

Algorithm 2 Common Key Structure Extraction
Input : Two encoded TPSTs: t1 and t2
Output: Common key structure: cks

1 cks← initialize a list;
2 n1, n2, mapped_nodes← initialize two lists and one
map;

3 n1← t1.root.type == Sequence or Loop? Get t1’s
nodes in level 1: Get t1’s nodes in level 0;

4 n2← t2.root.type == Sequence or Loop? Get t2’s
nodes in level 1: Get t2’s nodes in level 0;

5 for each node nn1 in n1 do
6 for each node nn2 in n2 do
7 if nn1.type == nn2.type then
8 if both nn1 and nn2 are leaf nodes and nn1’s

one-hot code == nn2’s one-hot code then
9 put < nn1,nn2 > to mapped_nodes;

10 else if both nn1 and nn2 are non-leaf nodes
then

11 for each element o1 in nn1’s feature
vector do

12 for each element o2 in nn2.feature
vector do

13 if o1 == o2 then
14 put < nn1,nn2 > to

mapped_nodes;

15 for each k in n1 do
16 if mapped_nodes contains k then
17 add k to cks;

18 return cks;

Main Idea: Based on the common key structure, both
structural and behavioral differences of two process models
can be detected. For each node in the common key structure,
we can determine the mapped nodes from two TPSTs, and
the nodes that do not belong to the common key structure are
unmapped nodes. These unmapped nodes are the differences
of two process models in terms of topology structure, where
the unmapped nodes show that they just exist in one process
model. A mapped pair of non-leaf nodes may contain the
same structure but different behaviors, that is, some elements
of their feature vectors are identical while the rest elements
are different. These different elements are used to describe
the behavioral difference.
Algorithm: Algorithm 3 calculates both structural and

behavioral differences between two process models by the
following steps. First, since the differences are described
by node labels, we split the candidate nodes’ labels of two
TPSTs by the node labels of common key structure and get
the structural difference, i.e., the unmapped nodes’ labels
(Line 1 - 4). Then, for every mapped pair of non-leaf nodes,
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Algorithm 3 Difference Detection
Input : Common key structure cks, two TPSTs’

candidate node sets n1 and n2 and their mapped
node set mapped_nodes

Output: The structural differences s_diff and the
behavioral differences b_diff

1 cks_str ← the node label set of cks;
2 n1_str, n2_str← the node labels of n1 and n2;
3 add n1_str.split(‘‘[’’+cks_str+‘‘]’’) to s_diff ;
4 add n2_str.split(‘‘[’’+cks_str+‘‘]’’) to s_diff ;
5 map← key is the position of 1 and value is the
corresponding task node label in all one-hot codes;

6 b_diff ← initialize a map;
7 for each < k,v > in mapped_nodes do
8 b_diff 1, b_diff 2← initialize two lists;
9 if both k and v are non-leaf nodes and k or v contains

more than one elements then
10 o1← get all elements of k’s feature vector;
11 o2← get all elements of v’s feature vector;
12 ones← get the same elements of k and v;
13 if ones.size 6= o1.size then
14 o1← o1 − ones;

15 if ones.size 6= o2.size then
16 o2← o2 − ones;

17 for each oo1 in o1 do
18 for i from 0 to oo1.length do
19 add map.get(i % map.size) to b_diff 1

20 for each oo2 in o2 do
21 for j from 0 to oo2.length do
22 add map.get(j % map.size) to b_diff 2

23 add <k, [b_diff 1, b_diff 2]> to b_diff ;

24 return s_diff and b_diff ;

we get their corresponding feature vectors and extract their
identical and different elements (Line 7 - 12). In this way,
the behavioral differences can be described by these different
elements, which is implemented by amapwhere the key is the
position of 1 in the one-hot vector of the task nodes and value
is the corresponding task node’s label. According to this map,
we can find the task nodes as well as their execution orders,
i.e., different execution paths between two mapped control
flow patterns (Line 13 - 22).
Example: As shown in Figure 4, the common key

structure of two process models is ‘‘A→And→E’’, and
their candidate nodes are ‘‘{A, And, E}’’ and ‘‘{A, And,
E, F}’’, respectively. The mapped nodes are A and A,
And and And, E and E, so task F in Process2 is the
unmapped node, which causes the structural difference.
For And node, the feature vectors of its corresponding
two mapped And nodes are ‘‘[0,1,0,1,0,0]/[0,0,1,1,0,0]’’ and
‘‘[0,1,1,0,0,0]/[0,1,0,1,0,0]’’, respectively. Their different

elements are ‘‘[0,0,1,1,0,0]’’ and ‘‘[0,1,1,0,0,0]’’. Since the
map that records the position of 1 in the one-hot vector and its
corresponding node label is ‘‘{0:A, 1:B, 2:C, 3:D, 4:E, 5:F}’’,
we get the different paths in terms of And are ‘‘C→D’’ and
‘‘B→C’’, respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section provides experimental evaluation of the pro-
posed approach. We first present a case study to analyze the
differences between two process models in the real world,
which comes from the projects conducted in the health care
domain [23]. Then, we investigate the execution time based
on a mixture of real and synthetic data sets. The real part is
from an existing dataset of IBM [24]. We make some mod-
ifications on the real models to obtain 24 synthetic process
models that are divided into 4 groups, where each group
includes one baseline model that is used to be compared
with other models in this group [25]. The baseline model
includes 62 task nodes and 12 patterns. For the rest 20models,
the first three groups separately contain conditional, parallel
and loop patterns, and the pattern numbers are 4, 8, 12,
16, 20 separately in each group. The last group consists of
different patterns, and the numbers of task are 20, 40, 60,
80 and 100, respectively. All experiments were evaluated on a
machine with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6650U CPU@ 2.20GHz
2.21GHz, running JDK 1.8 and Windows 10.

A. CASE STUDY
As demonstrated in Figure 5, there are two process mod-
els Process 1 and Process 2 to perform the examination
in a hospital. To perform an examination, the patient first
selects the related examination and then performs it. Finally,
the patient will obtain his medical report. The rectangle nodes
in two process models with the same label can perform the
same task, i.e., they are equivalent.

The differences between Process 1 and Process 2 are
shown in Figure 6. Their common key structure consists of
four parts, i.e., selecting examination (task A), the conditional
pattern that consists of preparing and transporting patient
(task I and N), performing examination (task J) and the par-
allel pattern that includes transporting patient back (task O)
and creating a medical report (task L). That is, the tasks
in these four parts are the common tasks to be executed in
both Process 1 and Process 2. Besides, the execution orders
among them are identical, i.e., the patient will first select an
examination, then he will be prepared or transported, next
is to perform the examination, and finally creating medical
report and transporting him back.

For the structural differences, there is an extra task E in
Process 1, i.e., registering the patient, between task A and
the conditional pattern Xor. That is, the patient needs to
be registered before being prepared or transported. While
in Process 2, task B, i.e., second opinion by other doctor,
exists in the same position as task E. Besides, some additional
tasks are executed in Process 1 after performing the exami-
nation (task J) and before the parallel pattern that consists of
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FIGURE 5. A case study.

FIGURE 6. The key structure based difference of case study.

task L and O. These additional tasks are after-caring for the
patient and creating a quick report (task K and P) that form a
parallel pattern, and reading quick report (task Q). Process 2
omits these tasks, and directly creates medical report and
transports patient back after performing the examination.

For the behavioral differences, the common execution path
of the last parallel pattern in two process models is L → O (or
O → L), while an extra execution path exists in Process 2,
i.e., L → K (or K → L). That is, creating medical report
and transporting patient back can be concurrently executed
in both process models. While in Process 2, apart from these
two tasks, creating medical report (task L) and after-caring
for patient (task K) can also be concurrently executed. Thus,
Process 2 will randomly select task O or task K to be concur-
rently executed with task L.

B. EFFICIENCY STUDY
In this section, we study the internals of the proposed
approach, i.e., three phases of the proposed approach: one-hot
encoding, common key structure extraction, and difference
detection. Figure 7 shows the ratio of the execution time spent
for each phase.

In Figure 7 (a), (b) and (c), we use the first three groups
of process models in the data set to investigate the execution
time by varying the pattern size from 4 to 20 while fixing

FIGURE 7. Efficiency study.

the pattern type to parallel, conditional and loop, respectively.
We can see that the total execution time for these three
pattern types decreases as the pattern size increases. This is
because the total task number of all process models is fixed
to 62, the complexity of the pattern decreases with the pat-
tern number growing bigger, while our proposed approach is
more sensitive to the pattern complexity than the pattern size.
Besides, Phase 1 spends almost 20 orders of magnitude more
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than Phase 2 and Phase 3, and the execution time of Phase 1
also decreases with the pattern size increasing. The reason
behind is that there are 62 task nodes and less than 20 con-
trol flow patterns in each process model to be processed in
Phase 1, while only the control flow patterns are processed
in Phase 2 and Phase 3. What’s more, the more simple the
pattern, the less execution time Phase 1 spends in encoding
the TPST non-leaf node.

In Figure 7 (d), we fix the pattern size to 10 and vary the
task number to 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100, respectively. We can
observe that the task number has a relatively apparent impact
on the total execution time, i.e., as the task number increases,
the total execution time grows. This is because the pattern
complexity increases with the task number getting bigger,
each phase will spend more time in processing these patterns.
Besides, Phase 1 spends the most execution time compared
with the other two phases, and the task number has the most
obvious impact on Phase 1. The reason behind this is that
Phase 1 needs to process both task nodes and control flow
patterns, while Phase 2 and 3 are less sensitive to the task
node number compared with Phase 1. Thus, the more task
nodes, the more time Phase 1 spends in processing them.

V. RELATED WORK
Detecting difference between two process models has been
wildly studied in recent years, which can be classified into
three categories: (1) Edit script based process difference
detection, where one process model can be transformed into
another by this edit script, (2) behavior based process differ-
ence detection, and (3) process similarity calculation.

A. EDIT SCRIPT BASED PROCESS DIFFERENCE DETECTION
Fan et al. [5] detected the difference between two process
models by parsing them into task-based process structure
trees (TPSTs), and the edit scripts in terms of fragments
and nodes are generated. Cao et al. [4] also transformed
the process models to their corresponding process struc-
ture trees, and the subtree deletion and subtree insertion
operations were generated based on their largest common
sub-tree. Küster et al. [26] detected and resolved the dif-
ferences between two process models based on the decom-
position of process models in the absence of a change log.
Li et al. [27] used digital logic to evaluate the similarity
and difference between two process models based on high-
level change operations. In our previous work [28], the differ-
ences between two process models were detected by splitting
the process models into fragments and the fragments were
represented by feature vectors, whether two fragments were
identical or not was decided by comparing their correspond-
ing feature vectors. However, only focusing on the structural
feature cannot reveal different behaviors since the identi-
cal structure of two process models may contain different
behaviors.

B. BEHAVIOR BASED PROCESS DIFFERENCE DETECTION
Ballambettu et al. [29] identified the reasons for the key dif-
ferences in terms of control-flow and performance among the

process variants. Bolt et al. [30] detected the behavioral dif-
ferences between process variants in terms of process metric,
e.g., performance, based on annotated transition systems.
Armas-Cervantes et al. [7], [8] detected and diagnosed behav-
ioral differences between business process models based on
a translation from the process model into asymmetric event
structure. Yan et al. [31] detected behavioral differences
between two process models by comparing dependency and
trace sets of features in process models. Cao et al. [32]
detected the difference between two process models based on
their basis paths. Jovanovikj et al. [33] proposed an approach
for detecting, visualizing, and resolving dataflow differences
of business process models. However, the same behavior of
two process models does not mean their structures are also
identical.

Actually, structure and behavior are two important features
of a process model, However, all the mentioned methods just
focus on one feature, i.e., structure or behavior, which leads to
the loss of information on other process features. To provide
more information about process difference, our method takes
both structural and behavioral features into consideration.

C. PROCESS SIMILARITY CALCULATION
Huang et al. [34] proposed an improved two-stage exact
query approach based on graph structure similarity.
Assy et al. [35] measured the process similarity based on
the contextual similarity, where the similarity of the context
surrounding activities was considered. The global contextual
similarity between process activities was computed by sim-
ilarity resonance. Liu et al. [36] proposed an approach to
measure the business process behavior similarity based on
the so-called Extended Transition Relation set, which was
an extended transition relation set containing direct causal
transition relations, minimum concurrent transition relations
and transitive causal transition relations. Zhou et al. [37]
measured the business process similarity by considering both
process models and process logs, where the process models
were pre-defined descriptions of business processes, and the
process logs was regarded as an objective observation of the
actual process execution behavior. However, the similarity
score of two processmodels can onlymeasure their difference
degree, while cannot reflect the composition of the difference.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a process difference detection framework based
on edge network is used to improve the computational effi-
ciency, where the edges can detect differences between two
process models. To detect the differences between two pro-
cess models, we propose a one-hot encoding based approach
to calculate the differences between two process models. The
common key structure of two process models is first deter-
mined, and then both the structural and behavioral differences
can be displayed beyond this common key structure. The
case study and the efficiency study show that the proposed
approach can be applied in real life.

The limitation of our approach is that one-hot encoding
is discrete and sparse, and the one-hot vector of a node
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becomes large when there exists a large number of nodes
in a process model, which leads to curse of dimensionality.
Besides, the computational complexity is quickly increas-
ing with the increment of one-hot vector, which results in
spending a lot of time in encoding the nodes. In the future,
we are going to solve this limitation. Besides, we are going
to take more features of a process into consideration to detect
the difference between two process models, such as resource
and resource constraints. What’s more, we will conduct more
extensive experiments against the state of the art.
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